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INTRODUCTION

Tne Muscocho Option consists of 33 claims that straddle the 

Onaman River about 40 miles north of Beardmore, Ontario, and lie in the 

Thunder Bay Mining District. A grid of NNW picket lines, spaced at 400 

foot intervals and totalling 19.6 line miles has been cut over the claim 

group. Electromagnetic surveying has been carried out over 12.7 line miles 

and magnetic surveying over 19.4 line miles of the grid. The electromag 

netic surveying was abbreviated due to steep topography. The surveying 

was carried out by the crews of Mattagami Lake Mines Limited in the period 

from July 28 to August 15, 1976.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claun block straddles the Onaman River approximately 40 miles 

north of Beardmore, Ontario. Access is via Highway No. 801 for 30 miles 

north of Highway No. 11, just east of Beardmore.

Private paper company roads and the old Toshata mine road provide 

access to the camp location at the southern margin of the property.

,*

GEOLOGY

Generally the area is underlain by predominantly mafic to inter 

mediate volcanic rocks.

Rocks ranging from basalt to pillowed andesite flows and tuffs 

are the major hosts. Minor felsic porphyritic intrusives and a substantial 

quartz diorite sill or flow unit are the only other rocks. Granite bounds 

the group to the north. Structures indicate strikes and shearing at ap-



GEOLOGY (CONTINUED)

proximately 600 , with a steep northerly dip. Of interest are several small 

minor gossany iron formation zones displaying mostly pyrite, pyrrhotite and 

some magnetite mineralization.

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

A direct reading McPhar fluxgate magnetometer was used to measure 

the vertical field to an accuracy of 10 gammas.

A Geonics EM-17 electromagnetic unit was employed for the hori 

zontal loop survey. A frequency of 1,600 HZ and a coil separation of 200 

feet was used. The In-phase and quadrature components were measured to an 

accuracy ofi-l 0a of the primary field.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

There are two maps for the claim group which show the electro 

magnetic and magnetic results separately.

Both maps are at a scale of l" - 200 feet and show topography as
t 

well as claim lines.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Eleven conductive zones, lettered A to K, inclusive, have been 

interpreted from the data. A table of their characteristics has been ap 

pended. All conductive zones show an almost uniform steep northerly dip.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS ( CONTINUED)

The magnetics are characterized by a series of E-W trending nar 

row bands that show variable relief ranging from a few hundred to more than 

3,000 gammas. These may mark the more basic portions of the basalt, but do 

not correlate well with existing geologic mapping.

ZONE A

Zone A has been interpreted as a long conductor, extending from 

16E to at least 56E and probably eastward off the grid. There is a sharp 

fold or offset between 28E and 32E and the electrical characteristics change 

markedly across this region.

West of 28E, the zone is a narrow linear conductor with a steep 

northerly dip. The conductivity-width calculation is 25 mhos, and is con 

sidered to be a first priority target. A drill hole has been spotted on 

20E where a 200 gamma dipole flanks the conductor tb the south.

East of 32E, the Zone is broad (up to 150 feet) and may consist of 

several separate bands rather than a single wide conductive zone. The conduc 

tivity width is as high as 90 mhos, but the widths indicate the^ true con 

ductivity to be much lower. There is magnetic coincidence on 36E and 44E, but 

the eastern part of Zone A is not considered worthy of drillirgat present.

ZONE B

Zone B is a short conductor, sub-parallel to the eastern, and 

broad, portion of Zone A. It is difficult to analyse due to its proximity



ZONE B

to Zone A . The conductivity-width is 150 mhos on 40 E where it has a width 

of 40 feet. This results in a calculated conductivity of 4 mhos; and worthy 

of second priority classification. There is no direct magnetic correlation 

with Zone B.

ZONE C

A single isolated response occurs near 14N on 52E. The conductor 

could extend farther east. It displays 33 mhos conductivity and is associ 

ated with a small (i.e. 100 gamma) magnetic high. It has been given a se 

cond priority drill rating.

ZONE D

A conductor of varying width has been traced from 52E as far west 

as 32E and appears to continue weakly to 20E. The displayed conductivity 

and width vary throughout its length as does the magnetic correlation. Zone 

D is considered a first priority target on 44E where it displays 1.5 mhos, 

a width of 90 feet, and lies on the south flank at a 700 gamma high. Gossan 

is reported in the trachytes immediately south of Zone D, near 44E.

ZONE E

Zone E is poorly defined due to lack of data on 52E, but appears

to be continuous from 56E to 44E. The best response on 56E shows a width

of 40 feet, a calculated or true conductivity of l mho, and no obvious mag-



ZONE E (CONTINUED)

netic correlation. Zone E is not overly impressive, but outcropping 

porphyry with gossan are reported to the south, near 52 E. Consequently, 

Zone E has been given a third priority classification.

ZONE F

Zone F is a moderate source extending from 40E to 48E, but open 

to the east. The best response on 48E shows a width of 60 feet and a cal 

culated conductivity of 2 mhos. There is excellent magnetic correlation on 

all three lines with a relief of 2,000 gammas on 48E. Zone F is regarded 

as a first priority target on 48E.

ZONES G AND H

These two short zones may represent the ends of a single through- 

going conductor that extends from O to 20E. Both display similar low con 

ductivity and lie on the south flank of weak magnetic highs. Zone G has 

been selected as a second priority target on 16E where it correlates with 

a magnetic low of 200 gammas.

Drill testing of Zone H should be deferred until the results of 

Zone G are available for study.

Zones G and H lie in an area of muskeg and consequently there is 

no geology to assist in their evaluation.

ZONE I

An apparently isolated response occurs on 12W near a quartz diorite-



ZONE I (CONTINUED)

basalt contact. It warrants a third priority grade due to the displayed 

conductivity of 60 mhos and its possible westward continuation. Zone I 

occurs on part of a continuous EW magnetic feature that displays up to 

1,000 gammas relief.

ZONE J

Zone J is difficult to assess since the responses are weak and 

the profiles poorly developed. The data indicate a source 60 feet deep, 

yet it occurs in an area of moderate outcrop. Steep scarp slopes occur 

near the anomaly and there may be distortion caused by cable variation over 

the rough topography. Zone J lies near a trachyte-basalt contact, but is 

considered of minor importance at present. There is no obvious magnetic 

anomalies correlating with Zone J.

ZONE K

Zone K is a low priority zone on the north part of lines O and 

4W. Like Zone J, it also occurs in an area of rough topography and the 

profiles are poorly developed. It should be noted that the calculated 

depth is 45 feet; more than expected from the nearby outcrop. Zone K is 

a low priority zone at present, but porphyry has been mapped in a nearby 

basalt outcrop and Zone K should be re-assessed when drill results become 

available. There is a broad weak magnetic high flanking Zone K to the 

north and the contours suggest Zones J and K may be associated.



ZONE K (CONTINUED)

There are two minor conductors near Zone K that do not appear 

important at present.

SUNMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Eleven conductive zones, lettered Zones A to K inclusive, have 

been interpreted from the horizontal loop data. Three are considered first 

priority targets, 3 second priority and two third priority: 8 holes have 

been spottted to test them.

Zone A is a first priority anomaly on its western end where it 

displays 25 mhos and has a flanking 200 gamma high. Zone D appears to be 

90 feet wide with a strong flanking magnetic high on 44E and a modest con 

ductivity of 1.5 mhos. Zone F is an interesting conductor that shows mag 

netic correlation throughout its length and a 1,500 gamma high on 48E where 

the conductor appears to be 60 feet wide.

Zones B and C lie south of Zone A and probably mark a sub-parallel 

conductive band. Both are worthy of a second priority rating. Zone G is 

roughly on strike with Zone F, but appears to have flanking, rather than 

coincident, magnetics. Nevertheless, Zone G still warrants a second priority 

classification.

Zone E is not particularly impressive, but occurs near a gossan 

zone and has been assigned a third priority rating. Zone I has a high con 

ductivity, but may have limited strike length, and consequently is consi 

dered a third priority target.



SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS (CONTINUED)

Zone H is a low priority conductor that would be upgraded if the 

results of Zone G are encouraging. Zones I and J are poorly developed 

anomalies that may be partly distorted by the effects of topography on 

the HEM survey.

Respectfully submitted,

September, 1976.

Don B. Sutherland, 

Consulting Geophysicist.
. /A
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DEPTH

45
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20

20
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45

COND.-W

25

75

150
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125
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20
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W

1

150
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1

90

40
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1
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1

CAL. * 
COND.

25

0.5

4

33

1.5

1

2

2

0.5

60

1

6

i^

ANOMALY TABLE Page 9
^

MAG

20QF

500

-

100

70QF

-

1,500

-200

L,000 F

1,000

-

800*7

PRIORITY

1

-

2

2

1

3

1

2

-

3

-

-

LINE

20E

36E

40E

52E

44E

56E

48E

16E

4E

12W

8 W

0

STA

7.50 S

-

6.00 S

5.00 S

7.25 N

8.40 N

23.00 S

26.25 S

-

19.25 S

-

-

DIP

500

-

500

500

50 0

500

SO 0

500

-

500

-

-

DIRECTION

S. Along Trav

-

S. Along Trav

S. Along Trav

S. Along Trav.

S. Along Trav.

S. Along Trav.

S. Along Trav.

-

S. Along Trav.

-

-

9
LENGTH

250

-

300

250

350

300

300

250

250

250

-

-

Denotes flanking magnetic anomaly.

The calculated conductivity depends on a width interpretation 
which can bc subject to sizeable error.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.
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Type of Survey(s). 

Township or Area. 

Claim Holder(s)—

r O U C3 if l ct n Le* k. f. /-l *- aoiU C3

T-^ e a CO Ki ~T Ay g. y

Survey Company M a 

Author of Report ___T) 

Address of Author G& cJn*,

aqv-^ Lot^e.a KXli*\-* ,-M -

c^V^TP

Covering Dates of Survey 

Total Miles of Line Cut

'Z e. l
(linecutting to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical

-Electromagnetic

—Magnetometer *4- O

—Radiometric—————

-Other————^———

DAYS 
per claim

Geological.

Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. Electromagnetic
{enter days per claim)

Radiometric,

Author bf Report or Agent

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)

Res. Geol. Qualifications

Previous Surveys
File No. Type Date Claim Holder

~x:#.ag.t*z.3^..j...i8..3A.4!tzf.4,...,...

.7TjP...'Rjr.fc5?^i"......................................

.............................REGEI-VPrr--"-

.......^DU..-.J..1U/./...........

••"""""-"— —"— PTOJECnS'TWIT"'"""""

TOTAL CT, ATMS 3*2

wl



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUXi) Sl'RVKVS^ [i nnnv than one survey, specify data tor each type of survey-

Number of Stations. 

Station interval —— 

Profile scale _____

.Number of Readings 

.Line spacing. •4-Qo

l ^ -20

Contour interval. goo , l C? Q Q Qglrv\ yv"i o S.

S.M.

u
1 — *
—

•̂^
*f
~

Instrument

Arniniry —

MclP^or- l-lu^go^te \v1dQir\e4-onrve4er

Scale constant 1 o Grja.r-.-v i-n a "^

Diurnal correction method Gv-q lo k \ c* a. {

Base Station 

Base Station

rherk-in interval (hours) 2

location and value Ife-fOOW. a. S" -* o o S S o o crevy^twa ^

Instrument

S^ Accuracy
2i
— Method: 

Frequency.

G \.-\~7

miration

ation

U4 ^^.. Mrj c,( L

f

"2 O O -Pt-

. -f 4U lo^.r.,,rn f-vU

!p
J

d Fixed transmitter 
l (boo M - -

d! Shoot back

Parameters measured l in - y^U n se.

(specify V.L.F. station)

m line d Parallel line

Instrument

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location .

N

OH

a
CJ
D

Elevation accuracy.

>

Instrument ^^-^^-^^—^— 

Method l l Time Domain

— On time ^^^

- Off time ___
— Delay time.

— Integration time.

Power.

Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode

l l Frequency Domain
_ Frequency —^——- 
—- Range ________
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